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Overview
GRIT
Welcome to TrueSuccess®,
We are excited to share an overview of another TrueSuccess® behavior skill unit with you
and your kids to help them experience success in school, work and life. To learn more about
TrueSuccess, check out the website: www.TrueSuccessTools.org.
For ways to interact with your kids, see below: INQUIRE

Grit: Behavior Skill of the Month
INQUIRE How would you describe the meaning of the theme?
Theme
Grit is powered by purpose.TM

Object Lesson

TM

INQUIRE

How would you describe the object lesson in your own words?

Grit is like shooting at a target.TM
Just as having a target gives you focus
and energy, having a purpose gives
you focus and grit to achieve a goal.TM

AIMMTM Goals

INQUIRE

Tarbo
the
targetTM

How is it going for you in trying to live with grit?

At school: Be patient when someone is bugging you. Ask questions when challenged and try again.
At home: When you fail at something, don’t give up, but try again. Set goals and don’t give up.

Lifestory Summary

INQUIRE

How would you summarize the TrueSuccess lifestory?

When you were 6-years old, what did you like to do? At that age, most of us spent our
time playing. But not Zach Bonner. He began pulling a wagon and collecting bottled water
for homeless people. And soon after that, he started walking. Really walking. He showed
grit by walking hundreds of miles. All because he wanted to help others.

Video Link
INQUIRE

RECOMMENDED to preview video before sharing with kids.
https://youtu.be/uy7nf4EGDEM
What do you think about the video? How did the video show grit?

Celebrate Impact

INQUIRE

Has TrueSuccess impacted you? If so, how?

Share the impact that you have seen or heard so we can encourage each other!
Email comments and stories to: info@TrueSuccessTools.org.
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